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Abstract. Constraint Handling Rules with disjunction (CHR∨) is a
high-level language for writing constraint solvers either from scratch or
by modifying existing solvers. In this work we present a proposal for a
new rule execution strategy of CHR∨ taking advantage of data structures
more adequate to treat disjunctions within rules. We then compare this
new approach with existing CHR∨ implementations.

1 Introduction

Over the last two to three decades, the area of Constraint Satisfaction problems
and Constraint Solving has seen a great deal of developments both on the general
methods for efficiently solving a broad number of problem categories and on
constraint representation languages.

Constraint Logic Programming, a sub-category of constraint languages com-
bines the advantages of logic programming and constraint solving. In logic pro-
gramming, problems are stated in a declarative way using rules to define predi-
cates. Problems are solved by an inference engine, usually using backtrack search
to explore other possible solutions. In constraint solving, efficient special-purpose
algorithms are employed to solve sub-problems involving distinguished relations
referred to as constraints. A constraint solver can thus be seen as an inference
engine as well.

Constraint Handling Rules (CHR)[6] is a declarative constraint-based pro-
gramming language that has constraints as first-class concept. With CHR, any
first-order constraint theory and consistency algorithm can be implemented at
a high-level of abstraction.
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CHR∨[5] is an extension of CHR that allows disjunctions making it possible
to subsume the expressive power of Horn clauses program with SLD resolution
[9], as is the case with Prolog.

In this work we describe a proposal for the design of a new rule execution
engine for CHR∨. This engine uses a tree structure to represent the CHR∨

program execution that enables the discovery of optimizations to improve the
program performance.

The rest of this paper is organized in the following sections:

– The Section 2 presents a very brief description of CHR and CHR∨

– The Section 3 motivates our approach;
– The Section 4 shows our proposal for an optimized rule execution strategy;
– The Section 5 shows a benchmarking that compares the performance of our

engine with other two CHR implementations: Eclipse [1] and SICStus Prolog
[3];

– Finally, the Section 6 gives some conclusions of our work.

2 Constraint Handling Rules with Disjunction

Constraint Handling Rules (CHR)[6] is a high-level language for writing con-
straint solvers either from scratch or by modifying existing solvers. It is a com-
mitted-choice language consisting of guarded rules with multiple heads. There
are two kinds of rules: Simplification rules rewrite constraints to simpler con-
straints while preserving logical equivalence (e.g. A ≤B,B ≤A ⇔A=B). Propa-
gation rules add new constraints, which are logically redundant but may cause
further simplification (e.g. A ≤B,B ≤C ⇒A ≤C). In CHR rules, heads must
be user-defined constraints, guards must be built-in constraints, i.e. constraints
whose solvers are embedded in the basic CHR engine provided by the implemen-
tation, and the body may have either user-defined or built-in constraints.

Repeated application of the rules incrementally solves constraints [9]. CHR
has a well-defined declarative and operational semantics and desirable properties
such as soundness and completeness for its programs. Also it was shown that
there is a decidable, sufficient and necessary syntactic condition for confluence
of terminating CHR programs [8] and [9]. Confluence is an essential syntactical
property of any constraint solver, it ensures that the solver will always compute
the same result for a given set of constraints independent of the order in which
rules are applied [9].

CHR∨[5] is an extension of CHR, which allows disjunctions in rule bodies. A
disjunction constraint (represented by the infix operator ;) takes two constraints
and specifies that at least one of them should be satisfied by a valid answer. When
a CHR∨ processor finds a disjunctions in the program it tries each possible
choices to find a possible answer. It is shown that CHR∨ can be used as a
platform for several declarative paradigms: logic programming with integrity
constraints, deduction, abduction, induction, model generation and top-down
evaluation with tabulation [9].



2.1 CHR∨ by Example: the N-Queens Problem

In chess, a queen can move horizontally, vertically, or diagonally within the limits
of the chessboard. The standard N-Queen’s problem asks how to place N queens
on a NxN chessboard so they cann’t attack each other. A solution in CHR∨ is
showed below (for the sake of space we model the 3-Queens problem):

na(X,Y,D) <=> grounded(X), grounded(Y) | P=Y+D, M=Y-D, ne(X,Y),

ne(X,P), ne(X,M).

q(X) <=> (X=1 ; X=2 ; X=3 ).

ne(X,Y) <=> X=Y | false.

main() <=> q(X1), na(X1,X2,1), q(X2), q(X3),

na(X1,X3,2), na(X2,X3,1).

The first two lines of the solution are the actual CHR∨ program. It consists of
two rules: the first rule defines de constraint na (short for non-attack), the guard
expression of the rule states that X and Y must be grounded. The rule body
specifies that two queens located in different lines cannot be in the same column
neither in the same diagonal.

The second rule states that a queen can take any of 3 values, the semicolon
meaning disjunction. Note that the guard for this rule is simply true because
there is no pre-condition needed to fire the rule.

The third rule defines the constraint ne behavior, this constraint sets that two
arguments should be different and its definition just aborts the current solution
set if it can prove that the arguments has the same value.

The main() constraint is a reserved constraint that indicates a query on the
given CHR∨ program. It states that X1, X2 and X3 are positions of the queens
placed in line 1, 2 and 3 and it describes the non-attack condition in terms of the
vertical distance between the combinations of any pair of queens. For example
na(X1,X2,1) means that the queen in line 1 and the queen in line 2 have a vertical
distance of 1 and the non-attack constraint will enforce that they will not be
neither in the same column nor in the same diagonal. The other constraints work
the same way for the other pairs.

The CHR engine starts by adding all the query constraints in the Constraint
Store, here we assume that the engine consumes the constraints from left to
right, but this may vary accordingly to the implementation. As soon as all the
constraints are stored the program picks the first one and begins to scan the CHR
program. In our case the first constraint would be q(X1) which fires rule 2, adding
the built-in constraint X1=1 to the constraint store. The second constraint tried
is na(X1,X2,1), which cannot fire at first because X2 is not grounded yet, hence
this constraint is suspended for now and the next constraint is tried. Whenever
a built-in is added to the store the CHR∨ engine searches for suspended con-
straints, which might fire thanks to the new built-in constraint added. When
the next constraint q(X2) fires it adds the built-in X2=1 in the store. This time
na(X1,X2,1) is fired and it adds all the constraints on the right-side of rule 1.



Namely P=Y+D, M=Y-D, ne(X,Y), ne(X,P), ne(X,M). The CHR engine finds
then that ne(X,Y) cannot be satisfied because X1 and X2 both have the value
1, hence it backtracks to the last added constraint, which was X2, and tries an-
other value for X2, namely 2. This process will go on until the constraint store
is empty or there are no more rules to apply to the suspended constraints.

If we look closely to this execution strategy we shall notice that for con-
straints in the form: (a ; b) , c, this is executed similarly as the sentence:
(a , c) ; (b , c), whenever the engine backtracks it typically has to process
the constraint c again, which can be rather expensive if there are many rules
with disjunctions. In the example above in particular, na(X1,X2,1) is processed
every time a new value for X2 is tried. To better illustrate our point consider
another simple CHR program:

dummy(X,Y) <=> grounded(X), grounded(Y) | gt(X,Y+2).

q(X) <=> true | (X=1 ; X=2 ; X=3; X=4 ).

And consider the query:

main() <=> true | q(X1),dummy(X2,X1),q(X2).

The traditional CHR∨ engine execution with backtracking will fire the con-
straint dummy for all the choices of: X2=2, X2=3, and: X2=4 when it finally
manages to reach a solution. In general current CHR∨ implementations are un-
able to handle efficiently states like: a,(b;c),f , where the constraint a and f

can be processed by some CHR-rule (R1) independently of constraint introduced
in the disjunctions. When this happens, the effects of R1 execution are reversed
and redone for all disjunctions combinations. In the following sections we present
a strategy for solving this problem.

3 A New Execution Environment for CHR∨

In this paper we propose a new execution engine for CHR∨ programs that tries to
identify when the rule application is independent of the ordering of disjunctions
and can avoid some redundant rule execution by preserving these rules effects
when a backtrack is performed.

In our proposal, the constraint store of the CHR∨ program is represented
as a tree, whose branches indicate constraints produced by the program’s dis-
junctions. For example, the formula a,(b;c;d),e,(f;g;h) can be represented by the
following tree structure:

a,e

b

f g h

c

f g h

d

f g h



The tree nodes are made up a set of marked constraints using the following
auxiliary notations:

– c* (unprocessed constraint). This means that no search was performed to
find some CHR∨ rule that handle the constraint c;

– c (executing constraint). Indicates that this constraint is about to be pro-
cessed by the engine;

– cb
n

(backtracked constraint). This means that the constraint “c” is not part
of the constraint store but was removed from a parent node (located on
depth n) and should be reinserted when the node is removed from the tree;

– c (unmarked item): Indicates a suspended constraint meaning that a rule
match was already tried with no success. When this happens the constraint
will be stored in the tree node until that new constraints added to the Con-
straint Store allow a match;

3.1 Executing a CHR∨ Program

Let us now describe the proposed rule execution strategy by looking only at a
query statement without bothering with a real CHR∨ program. Consider the
query: A,(B;C),D, (E;F). Initially the engine defines a tree formed by a single
node without children:

A*,(B;C)*,D*,(E;F)*

At first all constraints are unprocessed and the engine chooses the first one (from
left to right) to be executed:

A*,(B;C)*,D*,(E;F)*

The constraint A is then unmarked and the next one is picked:

A,(B;C)*,D*, (E;F)*

When the disjunction is found, it is removed from the node and two children
nodes representing the disjunction will be inserted as its leafs:

A,D*,(E;F)*

B* C*

Now, the CHR∨ processor will continue to process the constraints located in the
root node:

A,D*,(E;F)*

B* C*

A,D*,(E;F)*

B* C*

A,D

B*

E* F*

C*

E* F*



When all constraints in root node are processed, the engine will traverse the tree
using a depth-first search strategy taking always the left most node:

A,D

B*

E* F*

C*

E* F*

A,D

B

E* F*

C*

E* F*

A,D

B

E F*

C*

E* F*

A solution is found when a leaf is reached and processed. It then is presented to
the user. If the user requires another solution, the engine will move up through
the tree (removing the visited node) until it finds a node with a non-visited child:

A,D

B

F*

C*

E* F*

This process continues until all tree nodes are removed:

A,D

B

F*

C*

E* F*

A,D

C*

E* F*

A,D

C

E* F*

A,D

C

E F*

A,D

C

F*

A,D

C

F

end

3.2 Executing Unconditional Rules

When a constraint is processed it can fire a CHR-rule, when this happens con-
straints can be removed from the constraint store and new ones will be inserted.
Now we will describe how these effects are represented in the tree notation.

The simplest kind of simplification rule: A ⇔ B, just replaces the constraint
“A” for the constraint “B”. When this rule is processed, the replacement is
performed in the tree node:

X

Y,A,Z

W

R
⇒

X

Y,B*,Z

W

R



If the rule head contains more than one constraint: A,B ⇔ C, there are two
different scenarios: “A” and “B” can be in the same tree node or in different tree
nodes. If they are in the same node they are simply replaced by the constraint
C:

Y

X,A,B,Z

W

R
⇒

Y

X,C*,Z

W

R

However, if they are located in different tree nodes, the constraint located in the
upper node are removed from the tree and the constraint located in the lower
node is replaced by “C”, additionally, a backtrack constraint is inserted in this
node to guarantee that the constraint “A” will be reinserted in the tree if this
branch is removed:

Y

X,A

W,B

R

S
⇒

Y

X

Y,C*,Ab
2

R

S

Propagation rules behaves like simplification rules: A,B ⇒C, inserts a new con-
straint C in the current visited tree node where the constraints A and B are. As
showed bellow, in our approach the new constraint is placed only in the deepest
node containing the constraints A and B:

W

X,A

Y,B*

D

E
⇒

W

X,A

Y,B,C*

D

E

3.3 Executing Conditional Rules

When a rule contains a guard (G) that depends on built-in constraints: A,B ⇔
G | C; this rule can be fired in two different moments: when a constraint A or B
is placed in the constraint store or when the guard becomes true. If the first case



happens, the rule execution is performed as an unconditional rule. Otherwise, if
the user defines a new constraint that activates the guard, the rule is executed
considering this constraint as part of the head rule. The next example illustrates
this occurrence:

X,A

G* C*

if the rule A ⇔G | B is part of the program. The execution of “G” will enable
this rule and when it is executed, the constraint “A” will be replaced by “B”.
However in this case, the guard “G” is the responsible for the rule execution
and it is handled like any constraint belonging to the rule Head and the resulted
program is:

X

G,B*,Ab
1

C*

3.4 The Predicate Fail

The predicate “fail” indicates the impossibility to find a solution in the current
branch. When a rule inserts this constraint in some branch, it will be removed
from the tree (all registered backtracks are restored) and another branch is
processed. For example:

A

B*,Eb
1

C* D*

If the rule A,B ⇒fail is executed, the constraint false is inserted in the branch,
causing its removal:

A

B*,false,Eb
1

C* D*
⇒

A,E

C* D*

3.5 Optimizing the Execution

Using this structure to model the execution of CHR∨ programs it is easy to find
and to take advantage of some constraints dependencies to improve the program
execution performance. For example the execution of: a,(b;c),(f;g),i, will
produce the following tree:

a,i

b

f g*

c*

f* g*



A possible optimization would be: If the constraints “a” and “i” can be replaced
by the “x” independently of another tree nodes, this action is executed once for
all six leafs. The hierarchical tree structure allows the identification of new op-
timization techniques for example: If the processing of “f” occurs independently
of “b”, this results would be the same produced by the second evaluation of “f”
in the other tree branch. To avoid the redundant rule execution, the execution
tree can be rewritten to a more efficient equivalent structure:

a,i

f

b c*

b

g*

c*

g*

Specially, if “f” is reduced to “false”, the execution tree could be further reduced
to:

a,i

b

g*

c*

g*

4 Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the results of the proposed execution model, we developed a partial
implementation in the Java programming language and measured the execution
time to solve the following problems:

1. The N-Queens problem: that finds how to place N chess queens on a NxN
board in a configuration where no queen can attack another. We tested this
example using the following values for N: 8,10,12;

2. SAT problems: that tries to find all possible variable assignment that satisfies
a propositional logic predicate. We used some standard test cases available
in [7]. We show the results obtained with the cases coded: uuf-100-0101 and
aim50-20-no1.

Table 1 shows the results obtained by using two versions of the engine: with the
tree rewriting optimization proposed in the Section 3.5 turned off and on (the
optimized implementation was not applied to the SAT problem). The results
are compared with other CHR∨ engines embedded in Eclipse Prolog [1], SICS-
tus Prolog [3] and XSBProlog [4]. The tests were performed on a Pentium III
machine with 750MHz running the Linux Debian operating system.

The results shows a significant performance gain obtained with our imple-
mentation (about 5-15 times faster) and the use of an optimized engine reduces
the execution time about 40



Java Opt Java Eclipse XSB Prolog SICStus

queens8 .38s .30s 0.52s 2.24s 3.33s

queens10 .93s .648s 14.31s 68.41s 79.95s

queens12 28.9s 17.3s 510s +1000 +1000

uuf100-0101 19.05s X 653.32s ERROR +1000s

aim50-20-no1 12.92s X 61.61s ERROR 649s

Table 1. Performance Tests

5 Related Work

The work of Wolf[10], has a motivation similar to our work. He proposes an
adaptive CHR execution engine that allows the arbitrary sequences of constraint
additions and deletions, which are necessary for intelligent search strategies like
conflict-directed back jumping or dynamic backtracking. In this context, “adap-
tive” means that constraint additions and deletions in arbitrary order are sup-
ported, i.e. after each change of the considered constraints, the derivations based
on CHR are adapted accordingly. For example, if there is a rule leq(X,Y),

leq(Y,Z) ⇒ leq(X,Z), and a query leq(A,B), leq(B,C), this will propagate
leq(A,C). However the deletion of the constraint leq(A,B);leq(B,C) causes the
derived constraint leq(A,C) to be deleted, too (leq here stands for lesser than
or equal). This approach have a clear advantage which is to allow in deletions
and additions of any constraints and not only in the disjunctions occurrences as
is in our case. However the proposal presented here uses far less memory than
Wolf[9] as we do not use justfications for each rule (a special data structure that
tracks which constraints were generated by previous ones).

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This works defines a new CHR∨ rule execution strategy that takes advantage of
a more elaborated search process to improve the execution performance. These
initial test results obtained are very promising to use the proposed engine as the
core of a high perform CHR∨ engine.

This study is part of project ORCAS[2] that aims to improve the usability
of constraint programming by defining new applications and constraint based
tools.

The next part of this work is to define tree transformations to further improve
performance and to prove their soundness.
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